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A revolutionary reimagining of the cities we live in, the air above us, and what goes on in the
earth beneath our feetToday we live in a world that can no longer be read as a two-dimensional
map, but must now be understood as a series of vertical strata that reach from the satellites that
encircle our planet to the tunnels deep within the ground. In Vertical, Stephen Graham rewrites
the city at every level: how the geography of inequality, politics, and identity is determined in
terms of above and below.Starting at the edge of earth’s atmosphere and, in a series of riveting
studies, descending through each layer, Graham explores the world of drones, the city from the
viewpoint of an aerial bomber, the design of sidewalks and the hidden depths of underground
bunkers. He asks: why was Dubai built to be seen from Google Earth? How do the super-rich in
São Paulo live in their penthouses far above the street? Why do London billionaires build vast
subterranean basements? And how do the technology of elevators and subversive urban
explorers shape life on the surface and subsurface of the earth?Vertical will make you look at the
world around you anew: this is a revolution in understanding your place in the world.
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Vertical city: a 1928 image of the future by city planner Harvey Wiley Corbett published in the US
magazine Popular Mechanics Preface: Dubai, January 2010What would happen if you took
geographic thinking and instead of putting it on a horizontal axis, you added a vertical axis?
Trevor PaglenMy brain simply could not process what I saw. That tiny grey smudge, just visible
far below to my right through the ice-specked Perspex, was Baghdad! As 200 travellers and
holidaymakers around me sipped gin and tonics, delved into familiar episodes of Friends and
The Simpsons, or played classic 1980s arcade games like Missile Command or Battlezone on
in-flight entertainment systems, we were flying high above a full-on war zone.1Between us and
the ground, complex military air operations were under way, coordinated from a bunker in our
destination country linked, since the previous August, to newly established air traffic controllers
in their own fortified complexes in Baghdad itself. Each day, around sixty commercial flights were
being routed either over or around combat operations; these command centres were
simultaneously organizing war and tourism within the same airspace.The circuits of global
capitalism and tourism – and in the case of my colleague and myself, travel for academic
research – were not to be interrupted by a mere full-scale counterinsurgency war. Such violence
could, since the airspace was ‘liberalised’ in 2008, simply be bypassed, the aircraft icon
hovering on a digital map on a small screen, a banal signifier for passage over contested
territory riven by violence.2And so to our stopover: Dubai. By chance, we were in town during the
ultimate stage-managed urban spectacle: the opening of the world’s tallest building, the 830-
metre Burj Khalifa. Here, rather unexpectedly, was a place that, like few others, hammered home
the growing need to appreciate the vertical aspects of geography and urbanism: a centre of
extraordinary vertical politics and vertical geographies.Jet-lagged and dazed, we walked among
excited crowds. We also enjoyed the vast fireworks display and lightshows emanating from the
tower itself and the 30-metre, $225 million ‘dancing’ fountains (the world’s tallest, needless to
say). The fountains seemed especially lavish in a desert country with no real rivers, a collapsing
or totally nonexistent ground water supply and the highest per-capita water consumption on
Earth. As the towers and fountains have risen, so Dubai’s ground water level has plummeted by
over a metre in the last twenty years. It would take centuries for this drop to be reversed, even
with a complete cessation of usage.We looked in awe at the most verticalised of cityscapes,
ratcheted into the sky in a mere decade, rearing up from hundreds of miles of pancake-flat
desert.3 It felt as though we’d arrived on some vast stage set for a highly sanitised sequel to
Blade Runner made by Disney. Everywhere we looked there were exalted proclamations that the



Burj Khalifa, which snaked ever upward like a sci-fi icon, heralded, along with the many other
new skyscrapers in the city, Dubai’s arrival as a ‘world-class’ or ‘global’ city.No longer, it seemed,
are the world’s tallest skyscrapers erected merely to house the headquarters of corporations
competing for prestigious space in the centres of tightly packed financial districts. Nor are they
the products of utopian and visionary thinking about housing future urban populations. Now they
emerge, isolated in deserts, as visual symbols constructed to demonstrate a location’s global
clout. ‘Not since 1311, when the spire of Lincoln Cathedral first topped the Great Pyramid of
Giza’, novelist Geraldine Bedell reminds us, ‘has the tallest structure in the world been located in
the Arab world’.4Such towers are ultra-vain – and some would say suspiciously phallic –
embodiments of the hubris of the super-rich. Despite the claim that high-rise construction is
necessary to accommodate a burgeoning humanity, between 15 per cent and 30 per cent of
their height – the highest part, the so-called vanity height – is so slim as to be capable of housing
only lift shafts and services.Such super-tall towers are catalysts designed to add value to vast
malls and real-estate projects. And they are stage sets for media stunts designed to lubricate the
worlds of tourism or hyperconsumption. ‘Burj Khalifa is more the spike of luxury, than anything
accessible … the condominium level [rents] for $2,000 per square foot.’5 Startlingly, the top 244
metres of the tower fall into the vanity height category – the sole purpose of this part of the tower
is to get the place into the record books.Meanwhile, the sculpted, Thunderbirds-style helipad
atop Dubai’s other famous new structure, the super-expensive, sail-shaped Burj Al Arab Hotel –
count those seven stars! – is as much a global stage of bling as a place for the super-rich to land
and take off. It has been used to stage-manage launches of Aston Martins and Formula 1 racing
car teams, to play host to superstar tennis matches, and to accommodate Tiger Woods’s golf
demonstrations and product launches.Also central to the spectacular vertical rise of places like
Dubai are global flows of speculative investment as the cash-rich super-elite who profit most
from global neoliberalism seek iconic vertical buildings in low-tax, unregulated enclaves as
investment vehicles. In Dubai, as elsewhere, this process raises towers that are often not even
fully occupied by people: while projecting their symbolic value to the world, they often house
capital rather than humans. ‘Brand Dubai’ is thus all about linking the rising forest of steel,
concrete, aluminium and glass to a collective architectural fantasy, a phantasmagoria of
‘supreme lifestyles’,6 for consumers, tourists, speculators and elites orchestrated through the
complex machinations of global finance, global airline systems and global geopolitics (as well
as, less visibly, organized crime, money laundering, financing of terrorism and sex and people
trafficking). Vertical metaphors saturate – indeed constitute – these narratives.David Coulthard’s
Formula One car on the helipad of the Burj Al Arab, where it had been lifted in a 2013 media
stuntCritics also invoke vertical metaphors to come to grips with Dubai. Mike Davis lambasts the
city as a surreal world apparently drawn from the imaginations of Margaret Atwood or Phillip K.
Dick: a world where fantasy itself is ‘levitated’.7The opening of the extreme verticality of the Burj
Khalifa was loaded with multiple myths, symbols and messages of progress, arrival, success,
centrality and future prosperity. For one, the tower’s height and strength were over-coded with



ubiquitous images of Dubai’s apparently benevolent and patriarchal ruler, the tall bearded figure
of Mohammed bin Rashid Al Maktoum. Combining the roles of monarch, prime minister and
president, Al Maktoum and his family rule Dubai as a quasi-medieval fiefdom: he must always be
called ‘His Highness’ (HH). With absolute power, Al Maktoum and his family ‘own every lucrative
grain of sand in the sheikhdom’;8 he is even able to personally dictate criminal
sentences.Dripping with endless bling and cordoned-off, hyper-luxury enclaves, Dubai and its
architectural rise have been matched, crucially, by its location at the heart of the most
aggressive airline and airport expansion project of the early twenty-first century. By June 2014,
Dubai’s ‘ascendency’, following the economic collapse of 2007–8, meant that it had become the
world’s largest hub for international air travel. Within two short decades a humble refuelling and
duty-free stop for airliners travelling between Europe, Asia and Australia was re-engineered to
replace London Heathrow as the largest international hub airport on the planet – the aerial
‘crossroads of the world’.9 By 2020, the Dubai government estimates that the airport and its
related industries and services will generate fully 22 per cent of Dubai’s employment and 32 per
cent of its GDP.The United Arab Emirates (UAE) – itself the world’s fifth largest gas and oil
producer – also houses one of the greatest concentrations of US military power on the planet,
with more US Navy ship dockings than any other nation outside the United States. (Jebel Ali is
the only Gulf port capable of taking US aircraft carriers.) Meanwhile, Al Dhafra Air Base in Abu
Dhabi, the next emirate to the west of Dubai, which the US Air Force took over during the First
Gulf War in 1990, is one of the US Air Force’s most important drone and spy plane bases. Al
Dhafra is only a hundred miles as the drone flies from Iran.A short distance along the coast to
the west, the tiny Gulf state of Qatar – the controversial site of the murderous construction of air-
conditioned stadia for the 2022 World Cup – has provided bases for many of the warplanes
involved in the Iraq and Afghan wars. Its Al Udeid Air Base also houses a huge ‘Airspace Control’
centre for the US military’s Central Command (the strategic command focusing on the pivotal
Middle East region).10 The Al Udeid control centre had been responsible for organizing the
unreal juxtaposition of our tourist flight above the war zone surrounding Baghdad.Tellingly,
Qatar’s ‘Airspace Control’ centre was relabelled the ‘Combined Air and Space Operations
Center’ – CAOC, pronounced ‘KAY-ock’ – in 2008. Such a shift reflects a strategic effort across
the US military to deepen their control and use of extra-atmospheric space. Indeed, the Iraq War
was deliberately used as an exercise in pushing such a shift.The huge CAOC complex seeks
minute control of the airspace and inner space above the twenty countries in the Centcom area
in and around the Middle East, stretching from Sudan to Kazakhstan and from Pakistan to Egypt.
The centre was thus the pivotal hub through which the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan were
organized. CAOC is a crucial command centre for the prosecution of lethal drones strikes by the
US military throughout the Middle East and the main complex organizing the fourteen-nation
coalition air war against Islamic State in Iraq and the Levant (ISIS) since 2014.Although bombing
missions over Iraq and Afghanistan are now relatively rare, the extraordinary rise of ISIS in Syria
and northern Iraq, as well as continued instability in Pakistan and Afghanistan, means that the



vertical scrutiny of these regions is, if anything, intensifying: ‘The center gathers more than 800
hours of surveillance video over the war zone every day’.11Such is the UAE’s strategic
importance that plans are in place for an invisible ‘dome’ of strategic space above and around
the city to be protected by one of the world’s most sophisticated missile defence systems – the
Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system – as a deterrent to missile attack from
Iran, just across the Gulf. These air defence missiles are designed to destroy attacking missiles
in the upper atmosphere and even beyond the atmosphere’s limits.And so, after a mere twenty-
six hours in Dubai, we moved on to our post-stopover flight to Mumbai to carry on a long-
standing research project. This time our Emirates plane was equipped with the latest version of
in-flight entertainment systems where video cameras on the underside and tail of the aircraft
allow passengers a perfect view down on all they fly over. Travellers can now peruse the details
of the topographies far below – their very own Google Earth.For us, such a view was apposite,
as our flight took off over the alter-ego to Dubai’s vertical megalomania – a vast archipelago of
artificial islands horizontally engineered up from the seabed, again with near-slave labour, to
look good from Google Earth. For a final element of the ‘Dubai model’ has been the widescale
manufacture of lucrative waterfront land through the literal sucking up of sensitive seabed
ecosystems in a process mistakenly labelled ‘reclamation’. With waterfront land generating real-
estate premiums, this economic model involves the almost complete neglect of Dubai’s
horizontal desert hinterland in favour of the vast horizontal manufacture of artificial islands
shaped with their appearance in mind to arrays of satellites, which in turn transmit the images to
laptops, TVs and smartphones.As we took off, our camera looked down on Dubai World’s half-
built archipelago of diminishing dune-islands. The rumour circulating at the time was that Rod
Stewart had bought the ‘United Kingdom’ island (a rumour which sadly emerged as untrue; the
actual owner, Safi Qurashi, was in jail for seven years for using false cheques).As the dune-
islands receded we readied ourselves, now even more dazed than we had been on landing, to
confront a very different world of vertical politics: Mumbai. Another vertically stratified urban
world awaited. This was full, as we shall see later in this book, of more elite towers rising to the
skies (some marketed for the way they herald status as well as provide cooler air); of twenty-
seven-storey single-family skyscrapers; and of growing networks of flyovers and walkways on
stilts which raise up the city for the rich and mobile who can thus bypass the teeming streets
below.

City of Volume: Harvard landscape architect Pierre Bélanger’s cross-section showing
verticalising cities tightly enmeshed in a world of drones, helicopters, aircraft and satellites
above and subterranean infrastructures, mines and submarines below. He writes, ‘This
schematic cross-section view of the world opens a lens on the planet as an urban projection,
pattern and process of overlapping change across different layers and level of space.’ See Pierre
Bélanger, ‘Altitudes of Urbanization’, Tunnelling and Underground Space Technology
(2016). Introduction: Going Verticalvertical / A adjective. 1 Of, pertaining to, situated at, or



passing through the vertex or zenith; occupying a position in the sky directly overhead or above
a given place or point.2 Placed, extending, moving, or operating at right angles to a horizontal
plane; perpendicular; upright.Oxford English DictionaryWhat does it mean to be above or below
in today’s rapidly urbanizing world? As humans excavate deep into the earth, build ever higher
into the skies, and saturate airspaces and inner orbits with a myriad of vehicles, sensors and
platforms, how might we understand the remarkable verticalities of our world?Until recently,
addressing such a question has been hampered by the dominance of remarkably flat
perspectives about human societies in key academic debates about cities and urban life. In
geography, especially, territory, sovereignty and human experience have long been flattened by
a paradoxical reliance on flat maps – and, more recently, aerial and satellite images – projected
or imaged from the disembodied bird’s or God’s eye view from high above. One powerful
example here comes from the traditional geographic idea that geopolitics – the politics of state
geography – is essentially the study of jostling nation states cartographically laid out on maps
and globes. ‘Geopolitics is a flat discourse’, architectural scholar Eyal Weizman wrote in 2002 as
part of a pioneering project on the political aspects of the vertical dimension. ‘It largely ignores
the vertical dimension and tends to look across rather than to cut through the landscape. This
was the cartographic imagination inherited from the military and political spatialities of the
modern state.’1Such a flat tradition, indeed, was critical to the formulation and generalisation of
modern nation states and the elaboration of the geographical and geopolitical sciences which
surrounded and shaped that task. The key geographical idea dominating the world from the mid
nineteenth to the mid twentieth centuries, after all, was that – following several centuries of
colonial exploration, mapping and expansion by the dominant powers to fill in and claim the
unknown territories of the earth – the horizontal and global extent of the earth’s surface was both
fully explored and fully claimed. Legally, no place could be left out of the world’s system of
solidifying sovereign states (a process completed after World War II with the colonial
independence movements). The task of geography and geopolitics was to describe and
understand how the territorial units of states jostled for power and territory within such a largely
horizontal world view.Such geographic traditions were in turn tightly bound up with deeper
histories of Western culture in the critical period of colonial expansion between the fifteenth and
nineteenth centuries. Broadly speaking, Western geographic thinking during this period was
dominated by a largely horizontal and scenographic conception of geographic space – that is,
with the study, exploration and control of the earth’s surface. Ideas about geography thus
became increasingly concerned with ideas of horizontal exploration and navigation beyond an
immediate and stable horizon rendered through both cartography and linear perspective.2These
ideas were closely bound up with surface-level imperial ‘discovery’, exploration and competition
to build Eurocentric empires. In the process new notions of property, law and territory were
produced and enforced in colonial peripheries, absorbing colonial populations into wage labour,
servitude and colonial trading geographies. As this European discovery and exploration was
completed, visually the modern world came to be pictured in globe, atlas or map form as the



familiar series of curved surfaces or coloured flat surfaces. These equated the coloured
territories of states and empires as proxies for their power and importance (a dominant
technique in popular geography today).3Beyond the occasional indication of geographic relief
through use of contours or other cartographic techniques, or visual hints of the location of
underground mineral deposits and fuel resources, vertical and sectional views that depict
political claims of aerial or orbital worlds between the earth’s surface and the rest of the cosmos
have been very rare. Rarer still have been sectional or volumetric views of the critical subsurface
and subterranean claims made by states to the key resources necessary to sustain their
industrializing societies (soil, water, fossil fuels and a myriad of mined or quarried materials).The
powerful legacies of such ‘flat’ geographic thinking mean that, all too often, borders are still
abstracted, unhelpfully, as little more than two-dimensional lines on a map. Such a perspective
neglects the three-dimensional politics of the worlds above, below and around borders. It also
makes it impossible to understand the increasingly common situation where airspace and
subterranean resources are controlled by sovereign powers different to those with notional
sovereignty over the surface. Flat imaginations of borders struggle even more to contend with
occasions when horizontal structures effectively act as political and geopolitical borders – as
when horizontal flyovers act to separate Jewish and Palestinian communities in contemporary
Palestine, for example.Outside the more fully three-dimensional debates in architecture,
archaeology, climatology, geology or even philosophy,4 ‘flat’ geographic traditions still too often
represent cities, regions, nations and empires as planar areas of geography or sovereignty on
the earth’s surface. The human and social life of cities is still often abstracted flatly through the
diagrams and maps of traditional urban geography in ways which radically flatten imaginations
of the politics of urban life. Such perspectives make it hard to take seriously the geographies and
geopolitics of what lies above and what lies below the earth’s surface. They make it difficult to
fully appreciate sovereign space and territory as three-dimensional volumes that extend from the
terrestrial surface both above and below. ‘Just as the world does not just exist as a surface’,
British geographer Stuart Elden writes, ‘nor should our theorisations of it.’5Architect Léopold
Lambert meanwhile contends that a fully three-dimensional view radically challenges the power
of the traditional flat map. The paradigm of two-dimensional cartography, he contends, ‘cannot
be enough anymore to describe lands (sky, underground, space, other planets etc.) whose
sovereignty had never [been] discussed in another way than theoretically in the past.’ The
contemporary period, he continues, ‘opens a new paradigm in which the legal action of a State
on a territory will be defined through the complexity of space and its multiple layers.’6As the
world’s surface becomes more and more congested and contested and urbanisation girds more
of our planet, so political and social struggle takes on an increasingly three-dimensional
character, reaching both up from and down below ground level. This creates a world dominated
increasingly, as French urbanist Henri Lefebvre suggested, by the growing ‘independence of
volumes with respect to the original land’.7In practice, this means that human societies are
increasingly dense and stacked societies, in which uses of space are built upwards and



downwards with ever-greater intensity within geographical volumes. Thus, housing in many
cities is dominated by stacked apartments reaching into the sky. Favela dwellers build houses up
perilous mountain slopes directly atop the roofs of those below. Cruise ships, ferries, container
ships, trains, car parking, passenger aircraft, buses and even farms, warehouses and factories
are being re-engineered to stack people, activities and commodities on top of each other, often
in ever-increasing heights, scales and densities.8 In Hong Kong the shortage of land is so acute
that sports fields, container ports, markets, horse stables, IKEA-like big-box retailers and even
cemeteries are now routinely stacked within bigger structures which are then linked together and
integrated to the wider city through huge arrays of elevators, walkways, escalators and raised
highways.Complex subterranean spaces below major cities, meanwhile, are themselves three-
dimensional labyrinths which stack and intertwine infrastructures and built spaces as deeply as
many cites rise into the sky (again linked to the surface and beyond by remarkable complexes of
essentially vertical infrastructures). Beyond the built spaces of cities, air and orbital spaces, in
turn, are saturated by fleets of enigmatic vehicles and sensors that are stacked from ground to
orbital levels (and beyond).Although intensified stacking is far from new – ancient Roman
apartment buildings could be seven storeys high – the world’s major cities are thus increasingly
organised as multilevel volumes both above and below ground level. And the integration of the
world’s rural peripheries tightly into urban means of production, exchange and extraction means
that more invisible three-dimensional architectures and geographies are growing in those places
as well. In such areas, intensifying excavations deep into subterranean spaces for fuel and
resources are themselves organised through vast structures analogous to the skyscrapers that
rise into the urban skies, but on even more gigantic vertical scales.9 The world’s deepest mines
are over four times deeper than the world’s highest skyscrapers are tall.All such processes
mean that struggles over the right to the city, to living space, to resources, to security, to privacy,
to mobility, to food and water, to justice – and even, given the loitering power of killer drones and
bombers across large parts of the earth, to the right to live rather than die – are increasingly
shaped across vertical as well as horizontal geographies of power. Making these central to our
understandings of the contemporary world is pivotal because, as geographer Gavin Bridge
argues, ‘adding height and depth to the horizontal plane magnifies the possibilities of relative
location, affording additional means of control.’10Flat perspectives seen from the ‘God’s eye’
view of the cartographer or satellite imager inevitably fail to support understanding of such three-
dimensional geographies. This problem is especially acute when we try to understand
contemporary cities. Though vast libraries and many disciplines in the social sciences are
devoted to exploring the structuring of the horizontal aspects of cities stretched across the
earth’s surface, the attention to the vertical structuring of cities and urban life remains patchy
and limited. This is especially so within Anglophone geography and urban studies traditions.11
Take just one example: the Blackwell Companion to the City, an influential overview of critical
urban studies published in 2002. This state-of-the-art compendium of urban social science in
the Anglophone world fails to mention the word ‘vertical’ even once in its 784 otherwise excellent



pages.12Key urban geography texts, meanwhile, rarely mention the extraordinary extension of
cities above and below ground beyond passing asides. One influential recent textbook admits
early on that features like skyscrapers and undergrounds are features usually found only in cities
but says nothing more about such vertical geographies thereafter.13 Vital current debates about
uneven development, the ‘reassertion’ of space in social theory, the ‘network’ or ‘digital’ society,
so-called ‘planetary urbanisation’, or the global spread of urban infrastructures and lifestyles
way beyond traditional cities still tend to adopt the resolutely flat perspectives that derive from
their reliance on traditional top-down cartography and horizontal geography.14Only very rarely is
it considered that uneven development and the remaking of geographical scales can happen
across the vertical as well as horizontal dimension; that the spaces above and below the earth’s
surface are also being urbanised; or that these broad volumes are interconnected through a
myriad of social and material relations that shape the politics of cities and urban life just as
powerfully as do processes and relations organised to sustain the flat and horizontal ground
levels of cities.15 As far as this author is aware, only one book in English has thus far set out to
systematically explore the many levels of cities, from the roofs of towers down through to street
and subterranean levels.16In this context, Swiss urban and political geographer Francisco
Klauser, drawing on the work of German philosopher Peter Sloterdijk,17 urges his colleagues to
fully embrace ‘spherical’ and hence volumetric and verticalised imaginations of urban space and
so to move beyond contemporary approaches based ‘almost exclusively based on two-
dimensional planar metaphors’.18An example of the latest ‘flat’ mapping illustration of the
planet’s urbanisation from Harvard University’s Urban Theory Lab. The global map showcases
the multiple modes in which the planet is utilised, through a compilation of geographical data on
land use intensification (agriculture, forestry, grazing); population density; density and
distribution of artificial constructed surfaces; and major transportation networks (road, rail,
marine, aviation). While extremely useful in mapping global flows of shipping and ground
transportation, as well as the extending urbanisation of the planet across territory, such
traditions inevitably struggle to deal with changes above and below the earth’s surface because
of their ‘flat’ treatment of the world.In the urban design and urbanism traditions, meanwhile,
despite many calls from urban scholars and policy makers to embrace, design and plan for
density, what urban design scholars Barrie Shelton and his colleagues call ‘“flat earth”’
viewpoints of urbanism’ also remain remarkably dominant.19 Despite a proliferating literature on
the architecture of individual tall buildings, such perspectives remain wedded to the traditional
idea of the urban ground, with its at-grade street networks and public encounters on sidewalks
and in traditional public spaces.Urban and architectural historians, always less dominated by
such flat discourses, planar metaphors and flat cartographic traditions than urban geographers,
have already done much to start to explore the ways in which vertical urban life has been
imagined, normalised, built or contested over the history of cities.20 Within these traditions what
Dutch architect Ole Bauman has called the ‘metaphysics of verticalism’ extends from classical
structures through the city-cosmos geometries inherent in medieval city planning to modernist



mass social housing towers and the contemporary global proliferation of massive skyscrapers
and urban megastructures.21 Unfortunately for the purposes of this book, however, rather than
addressing the broader geographies, sociologies and politics of verticalising cities, such
debates tend to focus rather on the aesthetics of vertical buildings as individual objects.22‘Flat’
traditions in geography and urbanism clearly need to be over-turned.23 As we shall see in the
chapters that follow, in many cities the urban ‘ground’ itself, rather than being the product of
natural geological processes, is increasing manufactured and raised up as humans shape the
very geology of cities in ever more powerful ways. In many verticalising cities, indeed, it is less
and less clear what ‘ground’ level might actually be. Such disorientation emerges as people live
their lives within complex three-dimensional volumes laced together by all manner of
infrastructures and architectures located above, within and below the traditional terrestrial
surface. As Shelton and his colleagues stress, this means that the ‘principles of connection and
connectivity that have been established for the ground plane must be revisited, adapted and
applied to cities which function effectively with multiple grounds.’24When the often-
disorientating effects of multiple digital screens, proliferating views from above, and the
extended geographies of mobility, communication and globalisation are added to such vertical
processes, many philosophers now talk of a wider collapse in the notion of a stable and
grounded horizon altogether. Such ideas derive heavily from the pioneering work of philosopher
Fredric Jameson. In 1991 he talked of human subjects, caught up in what he called ‘postmodern
hyperspace’ – a fusion of bewildering vertical architecture, vast cities, globalised capitalism and
electronic culture. This, he said, eclipsed the capabilities of individuals to situate and locate
themselves in ways that allowed them to ‘cognitively’ map the world around them, both vertically
and horizontally.25‘Many contemporary philosophers have pointed out that the present moment
is distinguished by a prevailing condition of groundlessness’, German film-maker Hito Steyerl
adds. In the contemporary absence of any stable horizon, she argues that vertical perspectives
help us to understand the ways in which such rapid and disorientating change brings with it the
sense, as she puts it, of ‘falling’ in an urbanised, hyper-mobile and hyper-mediated world where
‘there is no ground’. In such a context, ‘traditional modes of seeing and feeling are shattered.
Any sense of balance is disrupted. Perspectives are twisted and multiplied. New types of
visuality arise.’26Thus, stable linear perspective is of decreasing importance, in parallel with the
reduced importance of the horizontal horizon. Stable views from a single point are replaced by
multiple digital screens and increasingly immersive physical and electronic spaces which offer a
myriad of perspectives simultaneously – including those from satellites, aircraft and drones high
above.27 (In many places, of course, such technologies are also used to try and police, surveil,
control and destroy the terrestrial surface and those on or below it.) Mobile subjects now
increasingly inhabit and depend on complex volumes of infrastructure and built space strung out
across the world and connected together through intense circulations and mobilities.The
resulting feeling of disorientation and ‘falling’, Steyerl speculates, radically challenges concepts
of time and space, of subjects and objects and of human experience of the world. ‘The lines of



the horizon shatter, twirl around, and superimpose’ in a ‘multiplication and de-linearisation of
horizons and perspectives.’28 Thus, Google Maps, Google Earth, online surveillance
panoramas and 3D virtual reality, simulation and cinema systems heavily emphasise the ground.
But this ground is an unstable and radically contingent ‘virtual’ ground organised through a
radically mobile and machinic gaze. Surveillance and simulation technology linked to screens
creates a world of endless screen-based distraction where views from any perspective can be
called up at any time. Such technological complexes, moreover, are increasingly automated to
operate by remote control. In the process, power relations between the watchers on high and the
watched below become ever more critical. Subversion of and resistance to militarised, vertical
vision and targeting necessarily work to operate across increasingly vertical planes.29As we will
see in great detail in this book, such challenges of de-territorialisation parallel and combine with
similar challenges to the sedimentation of class relations into re-territorialised vertical cities and
vertical mobility systems. Always fragile, such emerging geographies of power and (attempted)
control are vulnerable to the radical contradictions of an increasingly brutal and primitive mode
of capitalism. This is based on the often violent exploitation of majorities by tiny cabals of the
super-rich inhabiting vertical archipelagos of protected spaces, using the mobility and
communications grids that connect them together.To Hito Steyerl, the perspective of ‘free fall’ is
powerful because it makes us conscious that the planet is convulsing with radicalised class war
‘from above’, as tiny elites grow unimaginably wealthy while seceding from the societies on
which they depend. ‘If the new views from above recreate societies as free-falling urban abysses
and splintered terrains of occupation [which are] surveilled aerially and policed biopolitically’,
she emphasises, ‘they may also – as linear perspective did – carry the seeds of their own
demise within them.’30A key staring point for Vertical is that the continued flattening effects of
both geographic and urbanistic traditions work to seriously undermine the emergence of a fully
three-dimensional understanding of these crucial transformations among disciplines – urban
studies and geography – that should be at the core of such projects.The continued, though
diminishing, preoccupation with the surface as seen from some God’s- or bird’s-eye view has
radically undermined critical treatments of the spaces and domains both above and below it.
Issues of the height and depth of buildings, borders, airspaces, orbits, subterranean resource
grabs, vertical mobilities, underground structures – and even the startlingly upright bodies of
vertical, able-bodied humans – have all been remarkably neglected because of the persistent
‘flatness’ of geographical debates. (Urban inequality, for one, is almost always imagined to be
constituted horizontally rather than vertically.)Such ‘flat’ traditions neglect the real power of
vertical and sectional thinking to provide much-needed insights into the politics and geographies
of our world. In early 2016, Harvard landscape architect Pierre Bélanger published a piece
called ‘Altitudes of Urbanization’, the most evocative demonstration of the power of such thinking
yet. His startling graphical section (see the frontispiece to this chapter) portrayed the rising
towers of terrestrial urbanism enmeshed within dense worlds of urban circulation and
infrastructure both above and below both the ground level and an ocean surface which is rapidly



rising because of global warming. Stretching up, fleets of helicopters and drones and myriads of
orbital satellites and space craft peppered the skies; reaching down into the earth and oceans
were labyrinths of tunnels, subways, mines and submarine craft.‘From 10,000 meters below the
sea, to 35,000 kilometres in orbit above the surface of the earth’, Bélanger stressed, ‘the
infrastructure that supports urban life has reached unimaginable extents below ground, in the
water, and across outer space.’ More than a mere pictorial novelty, however, Bélanger
emphasises the radical analytical power of such a view. ‘Seeing and seen in section’, he
continues,processes that are often isolated in plans, or divided in conventional categories from
above, can be better understood and revealed … from the side, as being associative and
integrative – often overlapping, intertwined and entangled. Opening a lens on the complex
urbanization of the underground and of the atmosphere, this association of the quantitative with
the qualitative made possible by seeing sideways offers three important observations on the
once and future hinterlands of the underground, the ocean and the atmosphere.31Given the
power of such vertical and sectional views, why not a geography of lifts as well as urban
highways and subways and of airspaces, drones and satellites as well as the terrestrial surface?
Or a sociology of skyscrapers, sewers, bunkers, elite housing towers, domes of polluted and
lethal air, raised walkways and personal helicopter commutes as well as ‘flat’ treatments of
ground-level public space – and its inhabitants? Or a discussion of the cultural worlds of urban
life which takes seriously the highly verticalised imaginaries and politics of religion, film, video
games, science fiction and photography? Above all, is it possible for us to shift our perspectives
sufficiently to see boundaries and relations between layers and levels within volumes of
geographic space to be as important as those that horizontally demarcate traditional ‘flat’
notions of territory?Vertical explores these themes – and more. The book has an ambitious
agenda: to inscribe the politics of our three-dimensional world into critical debates about urban
life, cities and geography. Building on an extensive range of recent work in geography,32 where
such a process has been under way for some time, as well as many other disciplines,33 this
book is a critical and international exploration of why and how verticality matters in the
contemporary world.In a sense, then, Vertical is an attempt to bring critical geographic debates
more fully into line with the proliferating verticalities of our world, a highly mobile and uneven
world of often disorientating vertical views, mobilities and structures which can only be
understood in volumetric rather than two-dimensional, planar ways. The perspective of the book
is thus deliberately critical, highly international and unusually interdisciplinary. In this most
spectacular of fields, it is also as visual as it can be within the constraints of monochrome
images within the form of an affordable book.By necessity, Vertical draws on debates in history
as well as engineering; in architecture as well as sociology and anthropology; in international
relations as well as film and cultural studies; and in philosophy as well as geology and
archaeology. As a way of focusing the debate on the key material structures of our increasingly
vertical societies, Vertical’s fifteen chapters each explore the contested political and social
relations which surround one key structure, site or cultural world. Geographically speaking,



these tend to be vertically highly stratified.Thus we enter each chapter through the initially above-
ground worlds of satellites, drones, helicopters, bombers, flyovers, skyscrapers, raised
walkways and urban airscapes as well as the human manufacture of the ground itself and
initially subterranean burrowings of bunkers, basements, sewers, tunnels and mines.As they
work to address the political and social contestations surrounding key sites, structures or cultural
worlds, Vertical’s chapters necessarily engage with some of the key historical dynamics through
which their foci became sedimented into our world. Each synthesises into its narrative a wide
range of critical debates on important examples of social and political struggles drawn from an
unusually wide and international range of cases.As the influential British geographer Doreen
Massey famously argued in 1994, the key point here is that places are not areas defined by
boundaries on a map (or, in our case, a vertical section or three-dimensional volume). Rather,
they are ‘articulated moments in networks of social relations and understandings’. Crucially, in
these globalizing times, she continued, ‘a large proportion of those relations, experiences and
understandings are constructed on a far larger scale that what we happen to define for that
moment as the place itself, whether that be a street, or a region or even a continent.’34 A key
starting point for this book is that such points apply just as powerfully to relations organised
vertically and volumetrically as they do to those connecting the world across the earth’s surface.
(In fact, of course, both operate simultaneously within broader volumes of geographic space.)In
confronting the vertical and volumetric geographies of our world it is vital at the outset to
confront the ways in which vertical metaphors saturate – indeed, constitute – language about
power, wealth, status and happiness. Indeed, their widespread and unthinking use works
powerfully to stipulate and demarcate political and social power in ways that powerfully overlap
with the human experience of material and geographical verticalities. Vertical and other spatial
metaphors literally work to constitute and reconstitute social power: they both derive directly
from the physical and phenomenological experience of social life and actively influence how
people perceive and shape the social and political world.It thus matters hugely that human life
for able-bodied humans involves a perpetual struggle to maintain vertical stance to maintain the
senses of the heavy human head against incessant gravity. It matters, too, that death, illness and
defeat are always symbolised in humans by a lower bodily stature and, eventually, by
succumbing into the very ground itself.‘The reason we say that we feel “up” when we are happy
and “down” when we are unhappy or “depressed”’, literary scholar Paul Haacke writes, is thus
‘that our corporeal experience as vertically erect creatures has led us as a species to associate
standing upright with awareness or vitality, and lying down with rest or death.’35 Rather than
being mere poetic or figurative devices of speech, then, vertical metaphors are deeply
embedded in the way humans conceptualise and shape their lives and their worlds. As
‘orientation metaphors’ they are closely tied to their perceptual basis in the heads of upright
humans and tend to be used instinctively and unthinkingly ‘to provide a means of reasoning
about and structuring entire, mostly abstract, domains in terms of other, more concrete,
domains.’36 That is why we describe social status or wealth as ‘high’ or ‘low’ rather than ‘great’



and ‘small’.37The latest developments in cognitive linguistics have explored how important
vertical ‘orientation’ metaphors are in descriptions of social power.38 This work has major
implications for this book because it suggests that, far from being arbitrary examples of the
evolution of language, vertical metaphors are directly related to the upright stance of the human
body, continuous exposure to gravity, and the rich bodily experience of living within and through
bodies that are particularly vertical and upright, and where the vast bulk of the human sensory
apparatus is normally centred at the very highest level set within the raised-up head.The
argument here is that the vertical scale is used universally as a metaphor to describe hierarchies
of power and worth in society because such ‘image schemata’ – the term cognitive linguists use
to describe such metaphorical world views – offer the only effective way that humans can grasp
and describe such abstract social forms. Gravity is important because effort and resources are
continually required to move, stand or build upwards against it.Consequently, weakness, poor
status or vulnerability is associated for those who are physically low or who succumb to its
power. Linguistically, ‘lowness’ suggests deceit, weakness, vulgarity or immorality.39 Those
exercising power from above also can exploit the power of gravity in their efforts – a pivotal point
in the history of war and violence which still has crucial importance in a world of strategic
bombing, drone warfare and satellite surveillance. ‘The vertical dimension has gravity on its
side.’40 Many old fables and stories detail such ideas well: for generations, every British child
instinctively learned to sing ‘I’m the king of the castle and you’re the dirty rascal!’ when physically
raised above their peers.Vertical metaphors of social power – along with the two other, less
important, metaphorical schema, left–right and front–back – thus gain their power from the way
they are used ubiquitously in ways that are unintentional and unconscious. This binary
opposition between above and below has moved seamlessly and stealthily from cosmology and
metaphysics into the language of political rhetoric, geography and the social sciences.41In
English, for example, as well as the more obvious use of ‘upper’, ‘lower’ and ‘under’ to describe
social class, the words ‘status’, ‘stature’, ‘statute’, ‘estate’ and ‘institute’ all derive from the verb
‘to stand’ (which also describe acts of assertiveness and bravery, as in ‘to stand up’ for
something or ‘to make a stand’). One can also be an ‘upright’ citizen. Words beginning ‘super’,
meanwhile, demarcate achievement, status, power and order – ‘superior’, ‘supervise’,
‘superman’ – all derive from the Latin ‘super’ (or ‘above’). Dominant leaders in positions of
authority are called the ‘head’. And so on …Conversely, words beginning with ‘sub’ (from the
Latin for ‘under’) – ‘subordinate’, ‘subaltern’, ‘subsume’, ‘subhuman’ – all imply powerlessness,
weak status, or experiences of violence and domination. Words commencing with ‘infra’,
meanwhile – derived from the Latin for ‘lower’ or ‘lower down’ – include ‘inferior’ and ‘infernal’,
and were originally related to the ‘lower’ cosmographic regions of hell.Crucially for this book’s
discussions of vertical architecture, such linguistic histories overlap, reaffirm and valorise
physical architectural traditions implying that status and power correlate with physical height
above the ground.42 Altars, athletes’ podiums, penthouse offices and apartments, the ‘high’
tables at elite university dining rooms and mega skyscrapers connect seamlessly to the histories



of medieval castles and cathedrals.Even more profound links exist between the origins of the
word ‘story’ (and hence ‘history’) – the idea of a narrative over time – and the architectural word
‘storey’ – meaning the stacked floor of a vertical building. (One possible explanation of the link is
that medieval buildings often carried visual narratives across their facades to community to
largely illiterate populations.) ‘The very concept of history itself may be interpreted as implying
multiple layers or stories of existence rather than a single, flat plane’, humanities theorist Paul
Haacke points out. ‘Both English and Romance languages derive the term from the Latin
historia, which contains the spatial metaphor of storia, meaning a succession of stages or series
of layers, as in the architectural stories of a building.’43More broadly, advertising universally
invokes vague and simple parallels between vertical terminology, iconographies of vertical
landscape and social and economic power and class. Because vertical metaphors are so
ubiquitous and taken for granted, for example the apparently bizarre and illogical linkage of high
snowy mountains with an advert for an executive MBA makes eminent sense. With so many
spaces and infrastructures geared towards the elite and powerful in the contemporary world, it is
no wonder that the production and use of vertical metaphors, floating free from any original
meanings, overlap closely with the experiences of vertical spatial secession among powerful
groups. (Note the verticality of all the terms used to describe them: the ‘upper’ class, the
‘überwealthy’, the super-rich and so on.)Globally, vertical schemes for assigning value and worth
have even been powerfully translated into horizontal cartography. Eurocentric colonial
dominance was powerfully inscribed in the world maps produced to celebrate and naturalise it.
Thus, the global south or being ‘down under’ were (and are) often read as being geographically,
economically or morally inferior simply because they fall in the lower parts of the dominant visual
schemes used to depict the world’s geography. (Such derogatory thinking stemmed from
periods when a flat earth – the centre of the universe – was literally seen to lie below the
firmament of heaven and above the fires of hell.)
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Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting, Different Perspective. Never would have thought to read a
book like this, but I loved it. It was a very different way to go about looking at the politics of space.
Definitely would recommend”

Robert D. Harmon, “the vertical geography of human society. This fascinating work takes a new
look at human geography, with more attention to economic and social engineering than to
architecture or engineering as such -- a focus on the impacts and reactions to vertical structures.
It focuses not just on skyscrapers, the Burj Khalifa in Dubai or the new 1000m tower rising in
Medina but on subterranean structures as well, both the tunnel systems honeycombing the
depths of major cities and the deep mines that provide the material for cities and skyscrapers.
Indeed, we find, the deepest mines are far longer than the skyscrapers are high, but requiring
much the same engineering -- elevators, ventilation, pulley cables or ropes -- as skyscrapers.We
also learn of the impacts, social and economic, of these same mines providing a jaw-dropping
proportion of world resources, while leaving toxic waste and destitute workers mining it. We learn
of the gentrification of high-rise living and the subterranean urban colonies of the poorer classes,
of the heat and noise pollution, of the increasing concentration of wealth in new urban high-rises.
We learn of vertical segregation by skywalks and elevated transit, and of the segregation of
breathable air.There's also a military aspect to it, not the least because these urban landscapes
would, time and again, be targets. A 2005 art exhibition, the author tells us, could show a
futuristic 1939 painting, Tullio Crali's "Nose Diving on the City," and not really ponder its
implication, that such an urban view in 1939 would be that of a dive-bomber pilot. We learn, later
in the book, that the tallest hill in Berlin, the Teufelsberg, is not only man-made but consists of
the rubble of World War II bombing. We learn of higher verticality than buildings, in the legions of
satellites overhead, and their implications, including military, and the countermeasures against
them. We learn of the proliferation of deep bunkers and the countermeasures against
them.Some of the book is political, in the sense that it discusses the climate implications of all
this, both cause and effect, and the geography of walls (e.g., the U.S. border with Mexico, or the
walls Israel builds, as well as the tunneling to circumvent them and the countermeasures for
that). We learn that digs under cities and towns can have archaeological implications, both to
preserve the past or to justify a national identity.This is an intriguing and original story, the
human geography of verticality and its human implications. Highest recommendation.”

B. Wolinsky, “The city as a testing ground for modern life.. Today’s cities don’t have skyscrapers
to save space, at least not the way they do in New York and Hong Kong. Today’s megatowers
are symbols of prosperity, like the ridiculous Burj Khalifa in Dubai, or the huge fountain in that
city, ironic since there are now lakes or rivers anywhere in Arabia. Each city comes with her own
unique challenges, like sanitation, sewage, policing, and transport. According to author Stephen



Graham, they also bring about the development of new technologies. Helicopters are
increasingly used to police major cities. While rarely used in Britain or Israel (despite their
problems with terrorism) it was common for the police in Los Angeles to use them as far back as
the 1980’s. Today, heat racking systems come in handy, as in the case of the Boston Marathon
Bomber, caught hiding in a disused boat. While a helicopter with a heat detector may have
helped scope out a hidden fugitive, it has also become a symbol of military-style policing in poor
areas. Los Angeles was notorious for this in the 1980’s (see Blue: The LAPD and the Struggle to
Redeem American Policing) during the War on Drugs. While the LAPD has made curbs to the
use of SWAT, it has always been commonplace in Brazil, Jamaica, and South Africa. The
Favelas of Latin America are used in this book as an example of an urban policy that is both a
success and a failure at the same time. The city of Medellin, Colombia, has a typical urban
center at the bottom of a valley while the poorer areas are clustered in the hills. Cable cars were
introduced in the last decade to cut travel time, so there would be no more two-hour bus rides
down the winding mountain roads. Protests sprang up, however, because there were some who
saw this as an effort to keep the poor out of the wealthy areas. Similarly, the city of Rio De
Jeniero had stairways and bridges built across the ravines in order to cut travel time by the
residents of the Favelas, but some saw this as an excuse to avoid improving sanitation and
sewage. It’s cheaper to build a steel and concrete bridge than to make regular garbage
collection, and certainly cheaper than to build housing for the poor in what is considered a
wealthy area. Every city has its own unique history regarding urban improvement. No matter
what country you’re in, whether it’s New York City, London, Paris, Rio, or Medellin, efforts are
made to improve things and some people get left out in the cold. But if children in a wealthy area
are simply walking to school, while the children in a poor area do so with submachine guns
pointed at them, then who’s to say either side benefits?”

enthusiast, “Hard work which is generally worth the effort. This is a splendid alternative take on
geography both its breadth of topics and its emphasis on the vertical rather than the horizontal.It
is thought provoking and as another reviewer suggests really quite disturbing in many ways.
Having worked in Notting Dale in the late 60's and 70's I remember all the guff about 'vertical
streets' as Victorian housing was pulled down to be replaced by some awful tower blocks
(including Grenfell Tower of course).Graham spatters his text with quotes, of variable quality I
felt. On p158 he writes: Real estate specialist William Murray puts it succinctly: ' Supertall
buildings are gigantic logos - brand identifiers for the countries that built them. They create a
skyline, a marker and a recognizable shape that help us to remember, relate to and form positive
associations about a place'. Succint??And on p163 an example of Graham's own prose style:
'Also important to the rise of the new towers are the complex ways in which their ascent is
lauded by a myriad of supine, superficial and boosterist media and architectural media. These
endlessly reinforce discursive formulations simplistically equating vertical height with power,
wealth, importance, quality or modernity'. Isn't height vertical; what is boosterist? Isn't this just a



bit long-winded?It is worth wading through for its ideas but stylistically I really struggled!”

bookpigeon, “Excellent, but too many typos. This book takes an unusual and illuminating view of
cities and their development. The style is quite variable, heavy going in places but mainly very
readable and engrossing. The running thread making explicit our metaphorical use of terms
relating to the vertical, upper and lower, high and low etc. is particularly thought provoking. BUT
did anyone proof read this book? There are so many grammatical and typo errors! I counted six
by page 55, then gave up counting. Here is an example from page 211: 'It transforms the
bewitching world into by which one 'was possessed' into a text that lies before one's eyes.' How
could a proofreader have missed that first into?”

Reader, “thought-provoking. An incredible and thought-provoking book. Vertical forces us to look
at the world in a new way; it can be rather daunting but the author has really put his finger on
something here; and lots of nice photos help too!”

neslihan, “A quite interesting reading!. This is a very interesting book for urban scholars and
geographers.”

jpm, “Vertical Cities. Unusual take on Cities”

The book by Stephen Graham has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 35 people have provided feedback.
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